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2014 Science Goals
Planetary Protection

SMD Questions
•How did our solar system originate and change over time?
•How did the universe begin and evolve, and what will be its
destiny?
•How did life originate, and are we alone?

PSD Objectives
•Explore and observe the objects in the solar system to understand how
they formed and evolve
•Advance the understanding of how the chemical and physical processes
in our solar system operate, interact and evolve
•Explore and find locations where life could have existed or could exist
today
•Improve our understanding of the origin and evolution of life on Earth to
guide our search for life elsewhere
•Identify and characterize objects in the solar system that pose threats to
Earth, or offer resources for human exploration
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NASA Planetary Protection Policy
Planetary Protection

•

The policy and its implementation requirements are embodied in
NPD 8020.7G (NASA Administrator)
– Planetary Protection Officer acts on behalf of the Associate
Administrator for Science to maintain and enforce the policy
– NASA obtains recommendations on planetary protection issues
(requirements for specific bodies and mission types) from the National
Research Council’s Space Studies Board
– Advice on policy implementation to be obtained from the NAC
Planetary Protection Subcommittee

•

Specific requirements for robotic missions are embodied in NPR
8020.12D (AA/SMD)
– Encompasses all documentation and implementation requirements for
forward and back-contamination control

•

NASA Policy Instruction 8020.7 “NASA Policy on Planetary
Protection Requirements for Human Extraterrestrial Missions”
released in NODIS as of May 28, 2014
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Elements of Planetary Protection
Planetary Protection

Compliance

PPO:

• Compliance with planetary
protection in US to date has
been self-regulation and
oversight by NAC
• Per the NRC, this must be
decoupled prior to MSR

Regulates compliance with policy,
including providing requirements
and independent verification, with
oversight from advisory bodies
(PPAC/PPS)

Projects/Missions:
Implement requirements to support
compliance with policy using typical
project management practices

Policy
U.N.

Space
Studies
Board

Bureau
and
Council

• National Scientific Organizations develop
recommendations on policy and
requirements, and forward to National
Space Agencies and COSPAR
• Public comment and discussion of
recommendations facilitated through
Panel on Planetary Protection
• Consensus of Panel forwarded to Bureau
and Council for review/acceptance
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Coordination outside of NASA
Planetary Protection

UN-COPUOS
IAA
COSPAR
US-NRC/SSB

•
•
•
•

CDC
USDA
DHS
EPA

•
•

•
•
•
•

NSF
NIH
USGS
DOE

State
OSTP

Space Agencies:
ESA Letter
of Agreement

•
•

FAA
Commerce
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Planetary Protection within NASA
Planetary Protection

•
•
•

International Relations
Legislative Affairs
General Council

•
•
•

Chief Engineer
Chief Scientist
Chief Technologist

•
•
•

•
•

Science Mission Directorate
Human Exploration & Operations
Space Technology

Chief Health and Medical Officer
Safety and Mission Assurance
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Role of PPS
Planetary Protection

•

Provides expert advice to NASA on planetary protection, as part of
the NASA Advisory Council
– Reviews mission activities and makes recommendations on
implementation options
– Considers and advises on specific points of policy that are below the
resolution of international policy set by the Panel on Planetary
Protection of the Committee on Space Research
– Provides guidance regarding programmatic direction and issues of
importance/relevance to future missions and implementation of
planetary protection requirements

•

Serves as a mechanism for interagency coordination within the US
Government and internationally
– Ex Officio membership from a range of US Gov’t organizations, as well
as other national/regional space agencies
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Recent Recommendations
Planetary Protection

•

May 2012 meeting
– Recommendation
• Develop a NPR for human extraterrestrial missions at a level corresponding to the
current COSPAR planetary protection policy NPI completed; next steps in work

– Observations and information
• Beneficial to involve the PPO in Mars Program Planning Group efforts
• Concurred with JAXA’s proposed classification of the Hayabusa-2 mission
• Concern expressed regarding resources and staff support for the PPO ongoing

•

Nov. 2012 meeting
– No formal recommendations
– Observations and information
• Concern expressed regarding inclusion of planetary protection issues in the Office of
Chief Engineer study on lessons learned from MSL ongoing

•

Apr. 2013 meeting
– Recommendations
• Include PPO early in mission planning and design in work

•

Nov. 2013 and May 2014 meetings
– No formal recommendations; concerns from above reiterated
• PPS not on agenda of July 2014 NAC Science Committee meeting
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Planetary Protection for Humans on Mars
Outer Space Treaty:
Protect the Earth, Avoid Harmful Contamination
International (COSPAR) Policy:
Adding humans. policy has the same intent but different implementation
Robotic
Exploration

Early Human
Exploration

Future
Use

We Are Here...

Phased Approach: Be careful early; tailor later constraints using
knowledge gained
•Humans have many interests at Mars; understanding potential hazards supports
all of them
•Searching for Mars life becomes more difficult, the more Earth contamination is
introduced
•Future colonization could be challenged, if unwanted Earth invasive species are
introduced
NASA Policy Instruction in place:
– Blocking aquifers
– Consuming resources
Human mission requirements under
– Interfering with planned introductions
development by HEO and SMD

Ongoing Actions
Planetary Protection

• Responses to prior findings
– SMD lead on responses to Lessons Learned initiated
•
•
•
•

Ensure appropriate requirements flowdown in discussions with M2020
Revise/coordinate planetary protection documentation B. Pugel, lead
Expand training options A. Spry, lead
Improve cross-directorate coordination J. Johnson back at JSC

– Exploring opportunities for interaction with SMA

• Internal SMD activities
– Ensure appropriate separation of implementation activities in PSD from
regulatory/oversight activities of PPO
– Develop and support Office of Planetary Protection operating plan
• Acquire staff

– Work closely with missions, active and in development
•
•
•
•

MSL, M2020, InSight; MAVEN, MOM, MRO
Cassini, Dawn, New Horizons, Juno,
Europa Concept, Discovery and New Frontiers AOs
missions supporting HEO – e.g. ARM
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Planetary Protection Budget
Planetary Protection

PPR proposals to ROSES 2014 under review
Programmatic support being pursued

2014
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Planetary Protection Award(s)
Planetary Protection

Recipients:
Chuck Gay (SMD);
Lisa May (PSD/MEP)
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Planetary Missions

Nearly all NASA missions have multiple-agency contributions;
ESA-led missions indicated by (ESA)

Planetary Protection
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Cassini-Huygens Extended Mission
Planetary Protection
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New Frontiers Program
Planetary Protection

1st NF mission
New Horizons:

2nd NF mission
JUNO:

Pluto-Kuiper Belt
Mission

Jupiter Polar Orbiter
Mission

Launched January 2006
Arrival July 2015

August 2011 Launch
Arrival 2017

Category II

Category III

3rd NF mission
OSIRIS-REx
Asteroid Sample Return

September 2016 Launch
Arrival 2019

Category V Unrestricted 15

Discovery: Operating Planetary Missions
Planetary Protection

MESSEnGER:

GRAIL:

Mercury Orbiter

Lunar Gravity Mapper

Dawn:

Category II
In orbit at
Mercury

Vesta and Ceres Orbiter

Category II
Impact on lunar surface
Dec. 17, 2012
Category II
Dawn will not impact
Ceres due to orbital
mechanics constraints
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2012 Discovery Selection
Planetary Protection

InSIGHT:
Mars Interior Mapping

Category IVa
Launch March 2016
- Demonstrate, by
observation and analysis,
that mole will not access
Mars special regions

Discovery ’14
Released
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Planetary Protection
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Planetary Protection Implementation
on the Mars Atmosphere and Volatile
Evolution (MAVEN) Mission

Sandra A. Cauffman(1), Bruce Jakosky(2), and Joseph Witte(3)
(1) NASA/Goddard

Space Flight Center, (2) Univ. of Colorado, (3)
Lockheed Martin

40th COSPAR Scientific Assembly
Moscow,2 August
2-10, 2014
IAA Conference on Dynamics and Control of Space System, Roma, Italy, March 24-26, 2014
nd

ISRO Mars Orbiter Mission
NASA contribution compliant with COSPAR PPP
Planetary Protection

“NASA/JPL is providing
communications and navigation
support to this mission with their
Deep Space Network facilities.”
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Results From MSL
Planetary Protection

• A number of instruments are making measurements
relevant to habitability
– SAM detects organic compounds, but “RockNest analyses
revealed chlorinated hydrocarbons believed to be primarily
derived from the reaction between a martian oxychlorine
phase (e.g. perchlorate) and terrestrial carbon present in the
SAM instrument background” (Francois et al., 8th Mars Conf.)
– SAM detects water evolving from several samples at ~150C
and above: ~2% of total sample mass (spaceflight101.com)
– DAN results suggest multi-layer structure for subsurface water
distribution
• maximum measured concentrations 1-4% in upper 60cm

– REMS detects ground surface temperature of +20 to -95C
over diurnal cycles (spaceflight101.com)
• maximum measured relative humidity of 55% may be locationdependent, or may be an instrumentation artifact
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Curiosity
New Traverse
Planetary Protection

A preliminary survey of
HiRise images within the
traverse region identified
many features of possible
interest, e.g.:

009294
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M2020 Planetary Protection Framework
Category IVb mission, due to in situ biosignature detection
instruments and possible future Mars Sample Return cache
•
•

MSL‐heritage rover dictates subsystem implementation
Stand‐off instruments detect organics at low PPM sensitivity

Landing Site Constraints due to RTG
•

Similar to MSL: prohibited from landing near ice/hydrated minerals;
landing site review by planetary protection prior to final selection

Sample caching system invokes compliance with outbound
requirements on Category V Restricted Earth Return
•
•
•

We’ve never done this before...
Viking (NASA’s only previous IVb project) used as a precedent
Earth Safety Assurance is highest priority for sample return
•
•
•
•

Higher cleanliness levels on viable microbes and biosignatures
Prevent re/contamination introduced into samples
Archive materials & provide controls to assess actual contamination
Significant documentation/oversight to inform Earth Safety Analyses
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Contamination Mitigation and Verification (1/2)
Based on Viking and ExoMars, standard practice for IVb missions is: (A) clean hardware
and verify that it's clean pre‐launch; and then implement appropriate recontamination
prevention approaches such that: (B) sample processing at the target can be done
without exceeding accepted limits on sample contamination.
To accomplish this, from a systems engineering standpoint, one would identify the
potential/likely contamination sources, both during ATLO on Earth and also post‐launch during
cruise and operations on Mars. Then assemble the various cleaning and recontamination
prevention strategies that are available, and identify open issues.

Taking all the above as inputs to the design process, the goal is to:
Design hardware that survives starting at point A; then Incorporate whatever
approaches to recontamination prevention are needed to ensure attaining point B.
The Viking Project set requirements on all the criteria for A and B.
After Viking, NASA policy only set requirements on pre‐launch bioburden, to protect
Mars: all others fall under the catchphrase ‘nature and sensitivity of life detection
instruments’.
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A: Prelaunch Cleaning
& Verification
NASA policy specifies 3‐step protocol,
based on Viking:
1) Clean to 300 ‘spores’/m^2
2) Apply 4‐log process reduction
3) Protect from recontamination

Recontamination
Vectors & Concerns

Overpressure from hot‐gas purge also
ensured protection from external
recontamination post‐cleaning

Contamination

Viable organisms are (carried
on) particles

<1 viable Earth organism
per cached sample

Dead ones are just organic
contaminants

Baseline/threshhold not
specified, because
organisms grow

Hardware design must permit
cleaning and reduction processes,
and also ensure post‐cleaning
prevention of contamination
Prelaunch organic cleaning/verification
protocols not specified in NASA policy, but:
Viking used precision cleaning with final
post‐assembly hot‐gas purge; Cleanliness
verified by measuring volatile organics in
purge effluent using mass spectrometry

B: Acceptable Sample

Viable organisms
Particles carry organic
compounds, possibly at high
local concentration
Volatile organic compounds
outgas/offgas from materials and
redistribute easily
‘Adventitious carbon’ deposits
from atmosphere: exposure to
smaller volumes, times, and/or
cleaner atmosphere reduces
deposition

Tier 1&2 compounds
10ppb TOC baseline
40ppb TOC threshhold
Local maximum
concentration not yet
defined

Organic Compounds

Planetary protection policy is informed by science
High confidence in scientific results is essential to ensure policy is effective
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Things We Can Do – Microbial Reduction
What is a “spore”
for
planetary protection?
The most
heat‐resistant
microbes
growing on
TSA
Heat‐
resistant
microbes

All
Others
Die

1970s
Surface Cleaning
Full‐System Heat Reduction
Bioshield during Launch
Organic Cleanliness and
Overpressure
Recontamination Prevention
for MS
MERs

1990s
Culturable
microbes

Surface Cleaning
Mars Pathfinder

All
microbes

Similar approaches suitable for
other microbial reduction processes

2000s
Surface Cleaning
Subsystem Reduction
Biobarrier for Arm

MSL
Mars Phoenix
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May Need More Work: Contamination Transport

There are at least three pathways by which contaminants can be
transported into samples:
–
Direct contact – microbial and molecular contaminants are transferred
from the hardware surfaces to samples by direct contact.
–
Particle transport – Microbes and molecular contaminant-containing
particles are dislodged from spacecraft hardware surfaces by wind or by
mechanical forces and are then carried by wind to the sampling ground or
into the sample tube.
–
VOC transport – outgassed volatile organic compounds from nonmetallic
parts will diffuse or be carried by wind to condense on the sampling
ground, sample contacting hardware, and samples.

Charge to the OCP (May 2014 recap)
The “Organic Contamination Panel” has been chartered with
4 primary technical tasks.
1.Based on current knowledge and capabilities, construct a list of
measurements (and associated instruments) anticipated to be made on the
returned samples in support of objectives related to Martian organic
geochemistry.
2.Determine the types and quantities of Earth-sourced organic
contaminants of greatest concern, if they were on the samples. Also,
specify a total organic carbon constraint.
3.Assess possible implementation approaches for recognizing and
distinguishing Mars-sourced organic molecules in the samples from Earthsourced organic molecular contamination.
4.Evaluate draft Mars 2020 mission sample organic contamination
requirements and draft verification methodologies (to be provided by the
Mars 2020 project).
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SSB Meeting of Experts Process (May 2014 PPS mtg.)
HQ/Mars Exploration
Program‐convened
Organic Contamination Panel

Start: March 2014
Draft Report: May 16, 2014

PPS Review of MEP–
convened Organic Contam
Panel Draft Report

May 2014 and
ongoing...

NRC‐convened
Meeting of Experts
Joint PP‐Mars Science
Organic Contamination
Requirement Distillation
Ongoing
PPS Review

Provided to
Mars 2020

Week of May 26th 2014

Pending final report from MEP Science
Org. Contam Science Study Lead

Goals:
• Single PP/Science cleanliness
requirement
• Available at SRR minus 1.5
months
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Recent Media Coverage
Planetary Protection

• Articles
– www.space.com/27599-ebola-outbreak-mars-samplelessons.html
– >10 secondary-source articles

• Profiles
– www.scientificamerican.com/article/meet-nasa-s-one-andonly-planetary-protection-officer
– discovermagazine.com/2014/nov/22-alien-protection-plan

• Podcast
– www.wehaveconcerns.com/2014/11/the-prime-director/

• Blog
– what-if.xkcd.com/117/
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Questions?

Distant Death...
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